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In [5] we defined a permutation group to be of type (0,2) if nontrivial elements 
fix two points or none. We showed that if G is a transitive group of type (0,2), 
then the stabilizer H < G of a point is a T.I. subgroup (that is, N n Ng = P 
or H for all g E G) and that H has index 2 in its normalizer. In this paper we 
shall call such subgroups T-subgroups. Chapter 2 of [5] contained a classification 
of groups with a T-subgroup of even order. The techniques used there rely 
on finding the structure of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and cannot be used if the 
subgroup has odd order. 
In this paper we use a modification of an argument by Suzuki to reduce the 
problem of classifying groups with T-subgroups of odd order to that of classi- 
fying simple groups with a strongly self-centralizing subgroup in the sense of 
Stewart [6] (that is, a subgroup of odd order that is the centralizer of all its 
nontrivial elements, and has index 2 in its normalizer). It is then possible to 
apply the results of Harada [3] and Stewart [6] to our problem. Unfortunately 
a complete’ classification f simple groups with strongly self-centralizing sub- 
groups is not at present available, and it does not seem that the results of this 
paper will be of much use in that direction. 
Nation,. In the whole paper G is a finite group and U and V are T-sub- 
groups of odd order, t is an involution normalizing U, and T = (t). Thus the 
normalizer of U is TU. 
Resydts. As our main results we show that if neither U nor TU has a normal 
complement, then there exist normal subgroups M > N of G, such that 
(a) G/M N U/(U n M), (b) N n TU = 1, (c) M/iV is simple and U A M 
is strongly self-centralizing in M (Theorem 5 and Proposition 8). Further if V 
is notsconjugate to U, then some conjugate of V is normalized by t (say, V itself) 
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and either one of U and V contains the other, or M = G (Theorem 6). From 
these results we derive structure theorems for G. 
We start with two simple lemmas on norinal subgroups of G. 
LEMMA 1. IfNqGandNn Uf 1, then 
(a) G = TUN, 
(b) if t $ N, then UN is a Frobenius group with U as complement, and TU 
has a normal complement in G; 
(c) if t E N, then t centralizes U/(U n N), and U n N is a T-subgroup 
of N. 
Proof. Statement (a) follows from the Frattini argument applied to a Sylow 
subgroup of U n N; (b) is immediate. The first part of (c) again follows from 
the Frattini argument applied to T and the second part is obvious. 
LEMMA 2. IfNqGandNn U= 1, then 
(a) if t # N, then UN is a Frobenius group with kernel N and complement U, 
and UN/N is a T-subgroup of GIN; 
(b) if t E N, then U has a normal complement in G. 
Proof. Statement (a) is straightforward. To prove (b), note that T centralizes 
U because T -<I TU, and that TU n TUQ < T for all g $ TU. Hence by 
Wielandt’s generalization of Frobenius’ theorem [4, p. 4931, U has a normal 
complement. 
LEMMA 3. If C,(t) # 1, then C,(t) T/T is a Frobenius complement in Co(t)/T. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2. 
The next lemma contains the main technical step in the reduction to the 
simple case. It is an adaptalion of an argument by Suzuki [7j. To our knowledge 
this argument has been used to show that simple groups with strongly self- 
centralizing subgroups have only one class of involutions, but not that T-sub- 
groups of simple groups are strongly self-centralizing. 
We note that by Feit and Thompson [2], U # u’, the derived subgroup of U. 
LEMMA 4. If t centralizes U/U, then there is a characteristic ubgroup M of G 
intflsecting U in u’ and containing t.If t dues not centralize U/U’, then there is 
a characteristic subgroup N of G such that N n TU = 1 and N contains all 
involutions not conjugate to t. 
Proof. The first part can be proved easily enough by a transfer argument, 
but since the second uses character theory we shall prove both in this manner. 
By a well-known elementary theorem of Brauer [4, p. 5361, t centralizes U/U 
if and only if it centralizes all the linear characters of U. 
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(a) Assume t centralizes U/U’. Let h # 1 be a linear character of U. 
Extend X to 1 on TU by defining ,@ta) = i(u) = h(u) for u E U. Since 
T U/U’ = U/ u’ x T, i is a linear character of TU. 
Now let S = TU\TU. S is a T.I. set in G with TU as its normalizer, and the 
generalized character 1 - x is zero outside S. Furthermore 
((1 - ;\), (1 - A)),, = 2 
and 
(IT,, (1 - QTU = 1. 
so (1 -i)G= 1 --fl f or some linear character /l of G. Now fir, = A, so 1 
kerfl n TU =kerX. 
Hence if M is the intersection of all kernels of characters obtained from 
linear characters of U in this way, then M n U = U’. Further by Lemma 1, 
M 3 G’, and M/G’ is a Hall subgroup of G/G’, so M is characteristic in G. 
(b) Assume t does not centralize U/U and let X be a linear character of h: 
not centralized by t, then XTu is an irreducible character of degree 2, and 
(1 - X)TU is zero outside U, = U\l. Furthermore 
((1 - A)=U, (1 - X)TU)T, = 3, 
SQ (1 - X)” = 1 + X - Y for two irreducible characters X and Y of G. 
Note that 1 + X(1) - Y(1) = 1 + X(s) - Y(s) = 0 for any involution s. 
Denote by s” the class sum of s in the group ring of G, and by 6 the sum of the 
conjugates of s in TU. By a well-known lemma (see [l, p. 2691) 
X(P) = [ G : TU / X(P), 
for any character X, and because s” is in the center of the group ring 
X(1) X(P) = X(S)~ = j G : C,(s)i2 X(S)~, 
if X is irreducible. If s is not conjugate to t, then S = 0 and hence 
0 = l(P) + X(P) - Y(P) 
= 1 G : C,(s)l” [l + X(Q2/X(1) - Y(s)~/Y(I)]. 
This implies 
0 = X(1) Y(1) + Y(1) X(s)2 - X(1) Y(s)2. 
Using the linear equations above to substitute for Y(1) and Y(s), one obtains 
0 = (X(1) - X(S))~ so s E ker X. 
The same equations can be used to show that t $ ker X, for if t E ker X, then 
one obtains (working backwards through the above equations) 
0 = 1 + X(t2) - Y(P) = (1 - X)TU (t2). 
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Putting K = 1 TU : &(t)j and lTU = 1 + x, x linear, this gives 0 = 
(1 + x - A’u)(t”) = k2(1 + X(t)2 - hTU(t)2/ATU(1)), but l;t’(t) = VU(t) = 0, 
so x(t) = -1. Hence 0 = K2(1 + l), a contradiction. 
Thus ker X is a normal subgroup of G not containing t,’ but containing all 
involutions not conjugate to t. If U n ker X # 1, then by Lemma 1, TU has 
a normal complement; if on the other hand U n ker X = 1 for all normal 
subgroups obtained in this way, then the subgroup generated by all involutions 
not conjugate to t is the desired characteristic subgroup. 
THEOREM 5. One of the following holds. 
(a) U has a normal complement. 
(b) TU has a normal complement. 
(c) G has two normal subgroups N < M < G, such that G/M N U/( U n M), 
N n TU = 1, and M/N is a simple group with (U n M) N/N as a T-subgroup 
and only one class of involutions. 
Proof. Let M be the normal closure of T. If M n U = 1, t centralizes U 
and U has a normal complement. If M n U # 1, then by Lemma 3, the con- 
jugates of t in M are the same as those in G and t does not centralize 
(M n U)/(M n U)‘. So let N be’s maximal normal subgroup disjoint from UT. 
N contains all involutions not conjugate to t, and is nilpotent. By Lemma 2, 
M/N has (U n M) N/N as a T-subgroup and no normal subgroups disjoint 
from (U n M) N/N. Hence by Lemma 1 any normal subgroup must contain t, 
but M is the normal closure of t in M, so M[N is simple. Now M[N is not 
nilpotent, but if K were another subgroup of M with the same properties as N, 
then, M/N would be isomorphic to a subgroup of K and thus nilpotent. Hence 
N is characteristic in M and so normal in G. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that V is not conjugate to U (U and V both T-subgroups 
of odd ordu). Let M and N be normal subgroups of G as in Theorem 5(c); then 
(a) Nn V= 1, 
(b) t normalizes a conjugate of V, 
(c) if t normalizes V, then M = G or V n M = 1 and V is a Frobenius 
complement in U. 
Proof. If N n V # 1, then G/N has a normal 2-complement V/( V n N) 
by Lemma 1 (a). Hence t normalizes V and N is a Frobenius group with V n N as 
a complement. But N is nilpotent, so this cannot occur. If V is normalized by 
an involution s in N, then s centralizes V and V has a normal complement. 
Now U is not conjugate to a subgroup of V, for then a conjugate of t would 
normalize V, so by Lemma l(a), V is conjugate to a subgroup of U. But then 
s is conjugate to an involution normalizing U, a contradiction. 
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We now assume that V n M # 1 and that t normalizes V. Then 6/M N 
*U/(U n M) il! lq( v n M) is either 1 (if M = G), or it is a Frobenius comple- 
ment in U and in V. Assume M # G, then without loss of generality we can 
assume 1 G/M j = p, a prime number. Now p f 1 M /, and t cannot centralize 
any nontrivial element of U, = U f~ M, for then C,(t) would simultaneously 
be a Frobenius group and a Frobenius complement (see Lemma 3). Hence Ur 
and V, = I/ n M are abelian. If h # 1 is a linear character of Vi , then by 
the same argument as in Lemma 4, (1 - A)M = 1 + X - Y with X and Y 
irreducible, and it is zero outside the conjugates of U”. If p j 1 is a linear 
character of Vi , then the corresponding statements are true for (1 - ,M)“~ = 
1--x’ Y’. So, since U, n V, = I, 
(1 - h)M (1 - PL)~ (x) = 0 for all x E M. 
It follows that 
(( 1 - X)M, (1 - p)M)M = 0. 
So X = x’ and Y # Y’ or vice versa. We assume X = x’. 
Now the orders of i7, and VI cannot be 3, as they are Frobenius kernels of 
Frobenius groups of odd order. So X must be the same for all linear characters 
of r/, and VI . But G/M permutes these characters among themselves, so X is 
fixed by the action of G/M on M. Now C,(G/M) = T, so by Brauer’s theorem 
quoted in Lemma 4 [4, p. 5361, G[M fi xes exactly two irreducible characters 
of M, nameiy, 1 and X. Therefore 
/ M j = 1 + X(1)” (mod PI 
On the other hand G/M N U n V and U n V is a T-subgroup of 6, so by 
counting, 
IG:UnV/=/M/=2 (mod?). 
Elence X(l)z = 1 (mod p). Going back to the original equations, observe 
that YY’ = x2 - 1, so 
Y(1) Y’(1) = 0 (mod p>, 
and p divides the degree of Y or Y’. But Y and Y’ are irreducible characters 
of M, so their degrees are divisors of j M /. Thus p 1 1 M 1, contradicting the 
fact that / G/M 1 and 1 &? j are relatively prime. 
We now use these two theorems to determine the structure of M/N under 
certain hypotheses. 
PROPOSITION 7. If G # M, then M has on/y me conjugacy class of T-sub- 
groups of odd order, and M/N N PSL(2, q), q a Fermat w Mmenne prime, (IY 
M/N N 52(2”), n > 3 odd, or M/N N PSL(3,4). 
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Proof. By Lemma 3, CM(t) is 2-closed in the sense of Suzuki (that is, its 
Sylow 2-subgroups are normal). The second statement follows from the first 
and the list of groups with 2-closed centralizers of involutions in [8]. To 
show that there is only one conjugacy class, let V, + U n M be a T-subgroup 
of A4 and assume without loss of generality, that ] G/M j = p, a prime. Let 
g E G\M be of order p, then g normalizes a conjugate of V, , say V, itself. Put 
V = (g, V,}. NOW since (g) is a T-subgroup, and V, is characteristic in V, 
V itself is a T-subgroup. But this contradicts Theorem 6. 
PROPOSITION 8. U n M is strongly self-centralizing in the sense of Stewart. 
Proof. If not, then CvnM(t) # 1; so by the same argument as in Proposi- 
tion 7, M/N is one of the groups in Suzuki’s list [8]. But in all the groups in 
that list C,(t) = 1 for any T-subgroup U. 
COROLLARIES. (a) Iff~/U~,then3/jUnMjor3~IM/. 
Thus by Thompson’s theorem that the only nonabelian simple groups of order 
not divisible by 3 are the Suzukigroups, then M/N N Sx(q). 
(b) If 3 1 j U n M 1, then M/N N PSL(2, q), q a prime power. 
This follows from Stewart [6]. 
(c) G has at most two conjggacy classes of T-subgroups of odd order. 
(d) If G has two conjugacy classes of T-subgroups of odd order, then M = G, 
and G/N N PSL(2,25 for some n > 1. 
The isomorphism follows from Harada [33. 
THEOKEM 9. If G has three distinct conjugacy classes of T-subgroups, then 
G is isomorphic to PSL(2, 7), A, , S, , or V, . A, , S, , and V, are the alternating 
group on $ve symbols, the symmetric group on four, and the Klein d-group, 
respectively. 
Note that we do not require nonconjugate T-subgroups to be disjoint. Under 
that hypothesis the corresponding theorem can be proved by counting. 
Proof. By Corollary(c) above, one of the T-subgroups must have even order. 
We can therefore apply [5, Theorem 2.91. Then one of the following holds. 
(i) G has a subgroup isomorphic to PSL(2, q), q an odd prime power 
greater than 3, of index at most 2 in G. 
(ii) One of the T-subgroups has order 2 and has a normal complement. 
(iii) G has a Frobenius group as a subgroup of index 2. 
(iv) G N GL(2, 3). 
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GL(2,3) does not satisfy the hypotheses. If G has a Frobenius group F as 
a subgroup of index 2, then the only possible T-subgroups are th.e Frobenius 
complement, the unique subgroup of index 2 in the complement, and a group 
of order 2 disjoint from F (note that by [5, Proposition 1.91, the Sylow subgroups 
of G are dihedral or semidihedral; so the Sylow 2-subgroups of F are cyclic). 
Thus this case implies case (ii). Now if S is a T-subgroup of order 2, and M 
is its normal complement, a theorem of Zassenhaus [9] states that M has an 
abelian subgroup A of index 2, normal in G, or that M/Z(M) zz A, . If M has 
an abelian subgroup A of index 2, then G/A is a 4-group. If A # 1, then G 
cannot satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem, so G N V, . If fM/Z(M) E A, ) 
then G/Z(M) N S, . Now from Lemmas 1 and 2 it follows that Z(M) = 1. 
Now if (i) holds G can have at most one class of T-subgroups of even order, 
or G N PSL(2, 7) by [5, Proposition 2.41. We assume that G zk PSL(2, 7). 
Now by Corollary (d), G/N czl PSL(2, 2”). By the simplicity of PSL and the 
fact that N cannot be central unless N = 1, it follows that G e PSL(2, 2”) ‘I! 
PSL(2, q), 4 odd. Thus G N A,. 
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